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BY.- http://www.MomentumStockTrading.com 

The stock market is presenting us with a wide variety of NEW hot stocks for 2010. 

Many of them are new technology stocks that come from the nanotech, biotech, financial, energy,
healthcare & communications sectors. 

CERTAIN stocks can achieve high percentage gains in a matter of minutes or double in price during the
same week. 

Knowing how and when to pick these lucrative trading opportunities can be worth a long lasting gold mine
for any day trader. 

The problem is that if you don't know how to choose among good hot stocks and how to manage the trade
you won't be making consistent winning trades. 

Subscribe and learn more at http://www.MomentumStockTrading.com

Our hot stock trading methodology will show you how to take advantage of profitable day trading tactics
that will improve the way you buy and sell momentum stocks from now on. Take a look at the valuable
strategies and bonuses that you will get: 

+ $ How to pick momentum stocks every day in an easy and fast way. Pure gold over and over. 

+ $ What kind of stocks to look for and how to classify the opportunities for greater trading profits. Come
and get a truckload of $$$$$ from now on. 

+ $ Profitable momentum trading without technical analysis 

+ $ What kind of stocks and “opportunities” to avoid and why. Save thousands in losses from trades gone
bad in the future. $150 value, yours included at no extra cost! 

+ $ The “little details” you should look for before you consider a momentum daytrade. $$$ Oh yes !$$$ 

+ $ Things to consider when trading low float momentum stocks 

+ $ Buying micro cap and small cap stocks with momentum. $$$$ 
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+ $ Trading NASDAQ stocks or OTCBB - OTC stocks ? 

+ $ Getting ready for the trading breakout. Position your self for success. 

+ $ Will my market rally last more than 5 minutes or less? What to do? 

Download at  http://www.MomentumStockTrading.com 

+ $ It’s all about the rally. The rest is just a bunch of elegant B.S. Learn to focus on what matters. 

+ $ How to lock in profits on the way up 

+ $ Should I hold overnight trading positions for a possible gap up ? 

+ $ What to do if the stock rally stops moving. Cash in your pocket ! 

+ $ Level 2 trading ( L 2 ) strategies for momentum. $70 value. Yours included at no extra cost! 

+ $ Time frames for trading stocks with momentum, Pros and Cons 

+ $ Premarket stock trading strategies and tips. $100 value - yours included at no extra cost! 

+ $ Trading momentum stock opportunities during market hours. $$$$ 

+ $ Trading at the open or waiting till the dust settles to make your move. It depends. This can make a big
difference in your results. 

Learn to choose better trading opportunities and dramatically improve your stock market success today at
 http://www.MomentumStockTrading.com

# # #

Momentum Stock Trading helps traders and investors take advantage of practical stock trading
opportunities every day at http://www.MomentumStockTrading.com

--- End ---
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